Developing Digital Skills for Young Actors and young
performing Arts Technicians in the era of pandemic

Performing goes digital
Act, dance, perform the evolution!

THE PROJECT’s OBJECTIVES
The project aims at supporting young performing arts
professionals (actors/resses, dancers, directors,
choreographers, performers of all genres etc.)
and technicians to adapt to the digitalization needs
and evolution of their field as a means of setting up
a sustainable and durable professional path for
themselves and their working ecosystem.
The two main pillars of the project are:
a. creating advanced digital skills to both target
groups in relation to digital broadcasting of their
activity and work
b. boosting personal digital promotion skills
for young professionals.

THE PROJECT’s BACKGROUND
Young actors and technicians who are about to enter
the respective job market or have just entered it, are
facing huge difficulties in adapting to these new
circumstances for which they were probably not
sufficiently trained in their drama schools and faculties.
In many countries, lots of plays were streamed
through the web in very low quality, thus, degrading
the image of the artistic product and the artists
themselves.
On the other hand, young actors, who are now trying
to build their professional profile, meaning their web
presence (professional platforms, digital portfolios,
digital networking spaces, digital CVs, audition
videos, self-presentation during online interviews/
auditions) will have to upgrade their digital skills as
a manner of boosting their personal digital marketing
skills, thus, enhancing their career development.

DigitACT project addresses the above-mentioned
needs helping young actors and young technicians to
be better included in the performing arts. job market
which is under a dramatic transformation.

THE PROJECT’s BENEFITS
• Workshops for performing arts professionals and
technicians on producing and streaming digital
performances
• Workshops for artists on personal marketing
• Networking through events and 1 big conference
on digitalization in performing arts
• Access to a professional portfolio-app and a lot
more, all free of charge

Grab the opportunity! Visit digitact.eu
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Are you a performing arts professional
(artist or technician)?
Tune in DigitACT project and upgrade
your capacity to respond to the digitalization
of performing arts.
Visit digitact.eu
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“DigitACT: Developing Digital Skills for Young Actors and Young
Performing Arts Technicians in the era of pandemic”
(2020-1-CY02-KA227-YOU-002025) is a transnational ERASMUS+
project which aims at intervening in the pandemic aftermath
situation in performing arts.
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